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Abstract
We must admit that there information technology is the most vital part of most of the business operational environment where the companies performs immense information transaction from workstations to workstations, from servers to servers, and from LAN to WAN. So an optimized, planned and secure Information and communication system should be in place for an optimized business operation. Here we are concerned about enterprise network environment where this paper will help IT engineers to initiate an organized IT infrastructure deployment and finally to make it secure. Network setup and server installation is a common practice on any Business environment now a day. This paper will focus on how to optimize the whole setting and how to maintain a concurrency within each layer of IT operation.

Index Terms -Network optimization; date center design; virtualization; layered approach; security; infrastructure mapping

I. INTRODUCTION
Use of advanced communication system in any medium and in enterprise business in not an uneven scenario now a day and technologies are out in the market to meet the need of the requirements of the company. Implementing right things on right place is vital as it points out few different key objectives when it comes to a matter of installing new technologies in operational environment. From technical point of view these are the network and endpoints components, design architecture and end user need. Local area network management is the key goal of this paper and here we shall discuss on how to migrate new objects in Enterprise IT operation maintaining a seamless connectivity. The research actually starts from the baseline of IT infrastructure development and will discuss about integration of all kinds of communication system like LAN networking devices, optimal configuration on them with efficient firewall and VLAN VSLM ideas as well as it will discuss about centralize control unit deployment like Central datacenter, Server and will point out successful migration of any new objects in the existing domain. So virtualization will be a key element that will be covered in this paper.

One of the main challenges that managers in a company always face with the IT infrastructure development is keeping the IT infrastructure work like a profit centre and in most of the cases it managers try to use existing infrastructure for further user demand mitigation process. Survey shows that about 80% hardware in a single stand-alone datacenter or in any stand-alone server is not utilized during operations. Even the report shows that the average network bandwidth utilization in LAN network is about 5%. So this is a great concern for the managers during the decision taking period regarding the extension of IT infrastructure and calculating the usability of the existing one. Extra network devices increase the network usage overhead and it increases the need for high network availability.

In most cases the usability of the network devices are not significant. Our concern in this paper is to show an optimized network design as well as optimizing the gateway firewall and demonstrate the optimization process results using physical network implementation as well as using the simulation program.

II. RELATED WORK
Network and hardware utilization is the objective of this paper where network transformation was described on [1]. VDI implementation is described in [2], Network segmentation and performance boost from isolation of workstations according to the role is described in a journal publication at [3], and Network security based on proxy installation on site is described at [4]. System testing and network planning was presented in [5]. Router virtualization and redundancy protocol has been studied from [6] and configuration applied in Mikrotik router environment from [7]. Firewall optimization concept is described in [8].

III. OUR APPROACH
Our proposed framework is “Collect-experiment-analysis-decision”. Based on the framework, we collected information relevant to the objectives of this paper, we implemented configuration based on the collection, analyzed the
output after implementation, and proposed our decision on this paper towards optimization of network performance and security based on the analysis.

Figure 1: Research waypoint

Note that, this paper is not describing any configuration not related to networking. This paper is all about network configuration optimization to get best user experience using the existing IT-infrastructure and with least cost consideration in installation and maintenance and of course this paper is considering the network security with the optimization practice. And note that this paper will discuss the layered approach while designing an enterprise network from scratch.

IV. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

The experiment is done on physical, virtual and in simulation like Packet tracer. The physical environment is built with one Mikrotik 450G Router-board and with couple of switches with Gigabyte Ethernet ports. The virtual environment is built with two Mikrotik Router-boards, Vmware virtual switch and with a test windows OS computer for route redundancy and firewall test. All experiments are designed using Cisco packet tracer before live experiment.

LAYER 1: PLANNING REQUIREMENTS

While planning for a scalable network design, simply we considered few stages according to [5] as following:

So we decided what services an enterprise network might require at the first stage and planned hardware (network devices) implementations based on this. Based on the work in this paper we are presenting a priority based table to determine our required throughput in the LAN and WAN network environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network components</th>
<th>Service priority</th>
<th>Expected Availability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Router</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switches</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory services</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Server</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOS server</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstations</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-virus Server (update agent)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: System availability requirement

It seems that we require high availability for most of the basic services on enterprise network but for our desired service availability, we had to calculate a downtime [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability (%)</th>
<th>Downtime / Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>53 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>4.38 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>8.76 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>1.83 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.65 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>18.25 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: System downtime per year

So table 2 show us that having 99% service availability is not expected in our backbone devices. Internal backbone switches must have high availability that the backbone router as in corporate enterprise network most of the services are based on local network, file service, application service, NOS service, directory service, end user protection services like IDS and IPS are all based on local network. We shall compare the availability with simple no redundancy, simple LAN services redundancy and with full redundancy. And will see the downtime comparison in the network. It must be noted that system uptime does not means that the system is available for service. So our consideration here is to ensure High Availability with network services and determine a stable network topology.

LAYER 2: NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

This is a challenging phase while engineers need to work on initial installation of network components according to the planning placed on phase one. The core network elements like routers and switches should meet the requirements at first and for enterprise network there should have planned network access device (routers) cluster configured with proper load balancing method to utilize the maximum bandwidth purchased from.

Network can be designed in different way. The most common network architecture in small enterprise network is as followed:
This type of design has major flow as it can be single point failure due to lack of redundancy. This type of network is pretty similar to SOHO network. But for large enterprise network considering couple of branches where intranet and extranet facilities should be in place, means where there will be service servers that should be available for business operation at 24/7, this type of network design is a disaster.

There is always ways out there in market which can give HA but if we bring extra core network devices in operation which in turn will cost the company a lot. To minimize the single point of failure situation from ISP operation we can have connection from multiple ISPs and we can configure NAT fail-over on the router. But for companies who mostly depends on LAN network for most of operational services, this is not a good solution. Here we are considering a network with one DNS server, Web server, File-server, Print server and NOS server for an enterprise network where all servers are under same switch and on the same LAN. Other computers in the company are in the same LAN as well.

This kind of network can be implemented when the company has very few employees and lack of dependencies on internal servers and still we have single point of failure in place. So we can’t rely on this structure and we shall keep this practice out of our consideration. Again placing all servers under same LAN is not a good practice for security as increases attack risk factor on the servers. Besides data transfer rate is not same for all servers. If we consider our servers, only File-server and NOS server will require high LAN bandwidth. For this we can use Gigabyte Ethernet between server and switch. As we are not discussing server configuration here in this paper we will not talk about HA cluster configuration among servers. But we shall consider that there is VmwareESXi virtualization in place and ESXi hosts are sharing same NFS iSCSI drive as storage solution and there is HA and DRS cluster configured within the ESXi Hosts and for optimized security, we are considering Vshield is there for virtual environment security. Separation of LAN using VLAN is essential to improve network performance as VLAN should not be considered as security measure in the network because there is attack called VLAN hopping to compromise VLANS. If we consider the following network with two VLANS and inter VLAN routing between them, we shall see there is lot of performance change as we separated ESXi hosts in that VLAN and transformed that network from Ethernet to Fibre optic channel mode.

Figure 2: Small enterprise network design.

Figure 3: Single gateway-single LAN

Figure 4: Single gateway-multiple LAN

Figure 5: Multiple gateway-single gateway utilization-no load balance installed.

**Layer 3: Network Optimization**

We have planned network and deployed network according to our requirements. Figure 5 gives us a solution for network fail-over. But this type of network is not efficient enough for heavy production network where internet access is must for accessing remote services from remote locations. Besides it can manage to use only 50% of total network bandwidth due to single gateway use at a time. Indeed there is no single point failure in this network type but it gives network downtime for any backbone device failure. Network devices takes time to switch in other network and that is not a good practice for seamless services in enterprise network. In this circumstance figure 6 network type is much efficient where we plan to do Router clustering or fail-over configuration [6] using VRRP.
The following table shows network address configuration of a workstation before and after implementing VRRP HA cluster in our Mikrotik lab environment. We planned to use two VM RouterOS 5.18 and a test Windows OS workstation, each of these systems with vmnet8 (NAT). Built a complete isolated VM network where the LAN is 10.10.10.0/24. Two VM routers considered to have individual ISP connections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host IP:</td>
<td>10.10.10.120</td>
<td>10.10.10.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask:</td>
<td>255.255.255.0</td>
<td>255.255.255.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway:</td>
<td>10.10.10.1</td>
<td>10.10.10.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gateways</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRRP interface address</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10.10.10.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-failover</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtime</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load balance</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Configured)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LAYER 4: FIREWALL OPTIMIZATION**

This is well known to everyone and each network use a minimum level of firewall built into the gateway router. A default firewall configuration can be a result of performance bottleneck. Our focus here on network firewall optimization. In most cases small and medium enterprise network leave there default firewall configuration on their gateway. Network managers leave remote Internet access on the router to do remote troubleshooting and that is significant risk for network. Our research showed that when we left our firewall configuration like:

1. Enable established connections.
2. Drop invalid connections.

These rules can simply give an optimized connection stability as well as quality. Besides I had to comply with the concept described in [8] where few things pointed out in order to optimize firewall for QoS. Those are:

- Ensuring and monitoring that the outbound traffic is fully complied with policies.
- Filtering unwanted traffics.
- Removing unwanted rules and policies.
- Reducing the rule based complexity.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Our Aim was to present different network design level efficiency and described the redundancy in operation. Along with that we presented network load balancing configuration to utilize maximum available bandwidth using redundant link. Finally firewall optimization was in place which is vital in enterprise IT solution for better performance and security management. We planning on taking our design concepts on optimizing security at enterprise levels.
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